Assessment of high-resolution 3D printed optics for the use case of rotation optics
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Abstract: We present design and manufacture of a 3D printed varifocal freeform optics. The optical refraction power can be tuned continuously by mutual rotation of two helically shaped lens bodies of azimuthally varying curvatures. Since no additional space for axial or lateral lens movement is required, rotation optics allow for a highly compact design of varifocal optics. Manufacturing of the optics was conducted by means of a high-resolution additive manufacturing process. Results of tactile surface measurements are presented as well as imaging through the lens.
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1. Introduction

In general, freeform optical elements are lenses with surfaces without rotational symmetry. An interesting approach is forming varifocal optics based on freeform optical elements. One example of such optics with tunable refraction power is the principle invented in the 1960’s by Luis Alvarez [1]. According to this principle, the refraction power in an optical system consisting of two cubic-type lens parts is varied by mutually shifting both lens parts in lateral direction to the optical axis. Alvarez-lenses were studied extensively [2–4] and proposed for different applications [5–12].

The Alvarez-principle, however, requires additional lateral space for lens movement. Extra space is also required in conventional lens systems, the refraction power of which are tuned by mutual shifting of lens groups along the optical axis. To prevent additional space requirements, a non-axial tuning motion is needed. The use of mutual rotation for tuning was shown using diffractive optical elements, such as spiral phase plates [13–16] and for refractive optics [17–22]. The concept of varifocal rotation optics would enable the application of tunable optics in optical systems with severe space limitations. Examples of such optics can be found in ophthalmology, e.g., as optics of an artificial eye lens [18] or in zoom optics of handheld devices such as, e.g., smart phones or pocket projectors.

The recent, growing use of freeform optics in applications is fueled by the continuous development of various manufacturing processes able to produce freeform optics with sufficiently high surface quality [23–25]. For a broad range of optical polymers such as Polycarbonate or Polymethymethacrylate established methods for manufacturing of free-form optical components are direct diamond turning of the optical component or diamond turning of a mould insert for precision injection molding. Both methods have been applied successfully e.g. for manufacturing of Alvarez-lenses. By means of direct diamond turning the net shape can be directly manufactured in small quantities [9]. Diamond turning of a metal mould insert and subsequent precision injection moulding of polymer free-form optical components is the method of choice for fabrication of larger quantities. Shrinkage, in some cases anisotropic shrinkage, has to be taken...
into account in injection moulding. This can be anticipated by simulation of the moulding process. Based on such considerations the mould can be designed with shrinkage allowance and the injection process parameters can be adjusted [25] to ultimately fabricate high quality free-form optical components with low tolerances. One manufacturing process that has made the transition from a rapid prototyping process to an industrial fabrication process in recent years is high-resolution 3D printing. Its application was initially limited to the production of non-optical components but in the meantime, 3D structures additively manufactured in optical quality by means of UV-cured inkjet printing of polymers are on the market [26]. Compared to the above-mentioned more conventional fabrication methods the material portfolio for additive manufacturing of optical components is still limited. A few companies e.g. micro resist technology GmbH, Germany, supply UV-curable inks applicable to a broad range of printing processes and systems [27]. Equipment suppliers such as NanoScribe or service providers such as LuxExcel develop proprietary UV-curable materials tailored to their printing processes [26]. The data available for these materials (refractive index, Abbe number) indicate that the optical properties are comparable to crown or flint glass respectively [28]. With its enormous flexibility regarding shape variation, this manufacturing method opens up a high potential for creating new approaches and solutions for optical systems [29].

This paper presents the design and manufacture of a varifocal rotation optics as well as tactile surface measurements of the 3D printed lens parts and imaging results of the manufactured optical system. The organization of the paper is as follows: in Section 2, the basic principles are developed and a mathematical description of the surfaces is derived. Section 3 shows the results of surface measurements of printed components, while Section 4 addresses the imaging results of the rotation optics. Conclusions are drawn in the last section.

2. Principles of rotation optics

The basic idea of rotation optics is to find a compact varifocal, refractive optics changing its power of refraction without axial or lateral movement of any individual parts. To reduce the space requirements for the lens optics, our concept tunes the refraction power by a mutual rotation of two lens bodies with helically shaped surfaces described by Eq. (1).

$$z(r, \alpha) = \frac{A}{2} r^2 \alpha \quad A: \text{form function}; \quad r = \sqrt{x^2 + y^2} \quad \alpha: \text{azimuth}$$  (1)

The curvature of the lens bodies depends on the form factor $A$ and the azimuth $\alpha$, hence featuring a discontinuity at the transition from $\alpha = 2\pi$ to $\alpha = 0$. Figure 1 shows a helical surface calculated with Eq. (1) (left): The surface curvature varies from convex to concave, starting with the discontinuity (transition between $2\pi$ to 0) following the azimuth clockwise. The profiles of the surface parallel to the x-axis, along the blue intersection (Fig. 1, mid column) and parallel to the y-axis along the red intersection path (Fig. 1, right) illustrate the surface sag. Since the discontinuity will seriously affect the imaging quality, it has to be obscured by a diaphragm to prevent any disturbing effects in imaging, such as e.g. scattering. Obscuration of only a sector of the pupil will not affect the spatial frequency spectrum and hence will not result in a loss of information. Aberrations may be induced by the obscuration and, of course, the obscured energy will not contribute to the image. Two surfaces of this kind, each constituting a lens body, are needed to form an optics with a rotationally tunable refraction power. The lens bodies have to be arranged sequentially along the optical axis (see Fig. 2(a)).

The curvature varies such that lens sections of two opposing lens bodies will result in the same refraction power over the whole azimuth range in the initial state (Fig. 2(a)). A mutual rotation of the lens bodies allows for continuously tunable refraction power. Two sectors are formed with different refraction power, but constant within the respective sector (Fig. 2(b)). Figure 2(c) shows a superelevated representation of the surface that would result, if the two helical surfaces mutually
Where \( n \) is described by a form function \( \alpha \); both sectors, two lens sectors providing a certain refraction power. The difference in refraction power between factor and bodies in the individual sectors can be formulated as follows:

rotation by the angle \( \varphi \) were subtracted from each other. Clearly visible is the partitioning of the resultant surface into two sectors with different curvatures, but constant within each sector, are generated.

In thin lens approximation, the rotation angle dependent refraction power \( D(\varphi) \) of two lens bodies in the individual sectors can be formulated as follows:

\[
D(\varphi, \text{Sec } 1) = \frac{n_l - n_o}{n_0} A \varphi \quad n_l \ldots \text{refractive index of the lens}; n_o : \text{environmental refractive index} \quad \varphi : \text{rotation angle}
\]

\[
D(\varphi, \text{Sec } 2) = \frac{n_l - n_o}{n_0} A(2\pi + \varphi)
\]

Where \( n_l \) and \( n_0 \) are the refractive indices of the lens and the ambient, respectively, \( A \) is the form factor and \( \varphi \) is the rotation angle. Equation (2) means that for every rotation \( \varphi \neq 0 \) there exist two lens sectors providing a certain refraction power. The difference in refraction power between both sectors, \( \Delta D \), is a constant depending on the refraction indices of the materials used and the form factor \( A \) only (Eq. (3)).

\[
\Delta D = 2\pi A \frac{n_l - n_0}{n_0}
\]

The form factor \( A \) defines the curvature of the helical surface. An aspherical surface e.g., is described by a form function \( A = c / [1 + \sqrt{1 - (1 + k)c^2r^2}] \) where \( c \) means curvature and \( k \) the...
conic constant. In [30] design studies of the rotation optics are presented, among others the effects of spherical aberrations and possible ways to compensate.

3. Surface measurement

The lens bodies were manufactured by high-resolution UV-cured inkjet printing [19]. In order to be able to compare the 3D printed rotation optics with the theoretical surface shapes, tactile measurements of the printed optics were carried out using a Dektak V220 profilometer. The measurement design is shown in Fig. 3: The measurement window has a dimension of 12 mm x 8 mm and is shown on the printed component (Fig. 3, left) as well as on the measurement scheme (Fig. 3, right). Seventy profile lines with 6000 measuring points each were recorded in the measurement window. The distance between the 60 profile lines in the inner area around the discontinuity was 100 µm. For the adjacent 10 profile lines, the distance was increased to 200 µm (Fig. 3, right). In order to be able to make a statement regarding the shape fidelity of the printed surfaces, the individual measured profiles were compared with the nominal profile lines. Figure 4, left, shows the superposition of the surface sag of four nominal (blue) and measured (red) profiles together with the residuals (difference profiles between nominal and measured data, green). Profile lines at the bottom edge of the measurement window, in the area of the transition zone and at the top edge of the measurement window (from top to bottom) are depicted. The insets next to the graphs show the position of the profiles on the lens, respectively. The perpendicular straight lines indicate the boundary of the nominal lens aperture. The transition over the discontinuity (and from convex to concave shape) takes place between the second and the third graph. Two things are obvious: (1) the surface produced by high-resolution 3D printing does not reach the nominal lens area: the red curves in Fig. 4 drop to substrate level well inside the nominal aperture; (2) strong deviations in shape can be observed which are most severe at the transition between convex to concave. The deviations are best seen in the residual plots (Fig. 4 left, green curves). A main reason of form deviation at the aperture’s edge is lateral shrinkage. On the basis of the measurements carried out, we cannot make any statement regarding height shrinkage. However, the reduction of the lateral lens area can be addressed directly by adjusting allowance in the process data. Figure 4, right, shows the residuals in the boundaries of the nominal aperture (perpendicular, solid black line) in a different scaling than in Fig. 4, left. It is apparent that the large form deviations of the printed surface are located in the edge areas of the optical surface. Considering 80% of the printed surface (enclosed by the dashed, vertical line), it is noticeable that the form deviations are below or at least close to 0.05 mm (indicated by the red line). The exception to this is the transition zone of the discontinuity. However, these strong deviations play only a minor role in the operation of the rotation optics as they are largely

---

Fig. 3. Measurement design for tactile measurement. Left: printed lens body with measurement window included, right: measurement scheme.
Fig. 4. Left: Superposition of the surface sags of nominal (blue), measured (red) and residual profiles (green). Inset: Position of the respective profiles. Right: Residual profiles, please note different scale of y-axis. Straight perpendicular black lines give the nominal aperture limit, the dashed perpendicular line the limit of an 80% lens area, and the horizontal red line denotes the 0.05 mm limit of the deviation.
obscured by the diaphragm. From this, compensation of the reduction of the lateral lens area for the structure under consideration leads to a design aperture of 125% of the nominal. To compensate for the remaining residuals, the software model can be used as a digital twin: In addition to the nominal design, the comprehensive model also contains the measurement data of the manufactured components. Based on this comprehensive model, regions where material deposition must be increased or reduced can be determined with a direct analysis of the influences on the optical performance.

4. Imaging

A test setup was realized for imaging and comparison with simulation results (see schematic in Fig. 5, top). The setup consists of a bar chart as object (25 × 25 mm; 0.4lp/mm, 0.7lp/mm, respectively), a diaphragm with a diameter of 9 mm, also containing the obscuration of the discontinuity and the undesired sector, rotation optics (nominal aperture: 10 mm, \( \varphi_{\text{max}}=45^\circ \)) fixed in a tunable mount in focal distance to the object, and a 1:3.7” sensor combined with a 50 mm objective. The diaphragm is assembled directly in front of the rotation optics. The precisely centered adjustment of both lens bodies is highly crucial for focus adjustment. To cope with this problem a centered ring structure surrounding the optics concentric is designed. Using this ring structure and a corresponding host structure in the mount of the rotation optics precise mutual adjustment of both parts as well as with respect to the optical axis of the system will be attained. The ring structure is segmented to reduce the printed material accumulation on the substrate and hence to avoid warpage (see Fig. 5, bottom, left). For precise azimuthal orientation adjustment of both parts, an alignment notch lasered outside of the optical aperture and a corresponding pin in the host structure are used. The ring structure for central alignment and the lens body are printed in the same process, thus ensuring an optimum mutual alignment. An additional mark on the lens part allows for visual control of the correct alignment of the lens parts (Fig. 5, bottom left). Figure 5, bottom right shows a cross-section of the host structure. The actuation takes place by means of a toothed belt, the motor is mounted on top. The elements shown in red are rotatable for adjusting the desired refractive power. The angular field of view of the setup is 6° full angle, with f/5.3 for 1 dpt, f/5.1 for 2 dpt, and f/4.8 for 3 dpt adjustment, respectively. The setup consists of two telecentric units: First the rotation optics (NA ~0.05) images the pattern to infinity, second the objective (NA ~0.21) images the infinite “intermediate image” to the sensor. Figure 6, left shows the simulated (left) and the measured (right) image of the bar chart in distances of 1000 mm, 500 mm, and 330 mm from the rotation optics (equivalent to a refractive power of the rotation optics of 1 dpt, 2 dpt, and 3 dpt, respectively). The middle column of Fig. 6 shows the rotation optics in the respective rotation state. To illustrate the effect of the rotation optics, the radii of curvature of the two surfaces of rotation were determined along the yellow marked half profiles and the corresponding spherical optics for the respective state of rotation were constructed. Figure 6 shows in the right column a superelevated representation of the equivalent spherical lenses. Imaging by the printed optics shows strong blurring and ghost images. The cause of blurring lies mainly in the large form deviation of the printed optics. The pre-manufactured diaphragm has an aperture of 9 mm, to obscure the edges of the printed optics with a nominal 10 mm aperture. The tactile measurements (Fig. 4) show strong surface deviations in the lens area range between 80% and 100% of the nominal aperture. This area is not completely obscured by the diaphragm. Hence, disturbances from this region appears in the images. The main cause of the ghost images is due to undesired (multiple) reflections on the planar back surfaces of the two lens bodies facing each other. Since there is no difference in refractive indices needed between the lens bodies, the appearance of this ghost images can be eliminated by using an index oil between the lens bodies.
Fig. 5. Top: Schematic of the setup. From left to right: Moveable target (25 × 25 mm; 0.4lp/mm / 0.7lp/mm), measurement positions (1000 mm, 500 mm, 330 mm), diaphragm with obscuration of the undesired sector, rotation optics, 50 mm objective and 1:3.7” sensor. Bottom left: Lens part consisting of a lens body aligned concentrically to the segmented ring structure for central alignment and to the circular substrate. Bottom right: Cross section of the lens mount. The elements shown in red are rotatable.

Fig. 6. Left: Imaging of the pattern in case of 1 dpt, 2 dpt, and 3 dpt adjustment of the rotation optics, simulated (left), measured (right). Middle: Rotation optics in the rotation state of 1, 2, and 3 dpt, respectively. Right: Equivalent spherical lenses (superelevated, corresponding to the yellow marked sections of the middle figures).
5. Discussion

We presented a highly compact varifocal optics manufactured by means of a high-resolution 3D printing process. Comparing the simulated with the measured images reveals on the one hand the theoretical potential of rotation optics; on the other hand, the difference between the simulated imaging quality of the nominal shape and the measured image quality of the 3D printed optics becomes apparent. A quantitative evaluation of the image quality of the printed rotation optics was not done in this study due to the large deviation in surface form. In the context of this work, the focus was on the functional proof of the rotation optics in realization by means of the rapid prototyping process of optical 3D printing. The form deviation at the aperture’s edge can be addressed directly by adjusting allowance in the process data. The evaluation of the tactile measurements on the printed lens bodies shows a reduced lens area of about 20%. Compensation of lateral shrinkage for such structures leads to a design aperture of 125% of the nominal. Evaluation of the measured data over the full aperture and the feedback into the optical simulation software allows the use of the model as a digital twin. Based on this comprehensive model, regions where material deposition must be increased or reduced can be determined with a direct analysis of the influences on the optical performance. The results will be used to derive process parameters for the 3D inkjet printing of highly complex free-form optics.
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